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Abstract
The current design of beam preparation for a proposed
mu->e conversion experiment at Fermilab is based on
slow resonant extraction of protons from the Debuncher.
The Debuncher ring will have to operate with beam
intensities of  ൈ  particles, approximately four
orders of magnitude larger than its current value. The
most challenging requirements on the beam quality are
the spill uniformity and low losses in the presence of
large space charge and momentum spread. We present
results from simulations of third integer resonance
extraction assisted by RF knock-out (RFKO), a technique
developed for medical accelerators. Tune spreads up to
0.05 have been considered.

INTRODUCTION
The Mu2e experiment, proposed at FNAL is aimed to
search for rare neutrinoless decays of a muon to electron
in the Coulomb field of the atomic nucleus [1]. This
experiment is designed to be sensitive to muon
conversion at the level of  ൈ ିૠ , which improves
existing experimental limits by 4 orders of magnitude.
This requires a large suppression of the background. A
pulsed structure of the proton beam suits this purpose. A
veto gate allows prompt beam background to die down
during 750ns, after which the detector is activated to look
for mu-atom decays. The search time is limited by the
muon lifetime in the atom (864ns), therefore, the time
structure defined by the revolution time in the Debuncher,
1.69μs, is almost ideal for this scheme. A single bunch of
20-40ns width is formed in the Debuncher and resonantly
extracted towards the mu2e production target. This bunch
structure provides a substantial natural initial background
suppression. Additional suppression is provided by
external extinction system at level of ି . There are
currently two alternative schemes of the resonant
extraction under consideration: the half-integer and the
third-integer resonance. Here we consider the latter one.

DEBUNCHER
The 8 GeV proton beam from the FNAL Booster is sent
to the Accumulator via the Recycler. Three batches of
53MHz Booster beam are momentum stacked and then
rebunched into an h=4, 2.5MHz rf. Beam bunches then
are sequentially transferred one at a time to the
Debuncher and slowly extracted during 160ms.
The Debuncher ring has 3-fold symmetry, 3 arcs and 3
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straight sections. In addition, each arc and each straight
are mirror symmetric, giving the machine an overall
dihedral symmetry. Presently the machine optics is not
quite symmetric, in order to accommodate stochastic
cooling and maximize the machine acceptance. After
completion of Run-II, stochastic cooling equipment will
be removed and the lattice symmetry will be restored to
allow high intensity proton operation.

SPACE CHARGE
Main requirements to the resonant extraction are the spill
uniformity and minimal beam losses in the presence of
substantial space charge tune shift. Slow spill from the
Debuncher is done with a single bunch with rms length of
40ns and initial intensity of  ൈ  protons. Space
charge tune shift is therefore significant. Due to high
dispersion in the arcs (Dx=2m) and finite momentum
spread (σp/p= 0.004), however, this tune shift is reduced
to about 0.015. It is very important for the experiment to
keep the bunch length as low as possible. However,
reduction of rms length down from 40ns requires a
considerable increase of the rf power in the Debuncher,
and therefore its cost. If the trade-off between cost and
performance is made in favour of the latter, the bunch
length will be reduced to 20-30ns, therefore increasing the
space charge tune shift to 0.025-0.03. This kind of a tune
spread with a strong asymmetry of the tune distribution
represents difficulties for the resonant extraction, in
particular when a good uniformity of the spill shape is
required.

TRACKING SIMULATIONS
Computer simulations of third-integer resonance
extraction has been performed using the ORBIT code
developed at ORNL [2]. Horizontal resonance tune was
chosen at 29/3, the closest point to the current machine
tune. Transfer matrices based on the improved symmetric
lattice were used in this simulation. The sextupole field
was formed by 2 orthogonal groups of 3 sextupoles,
located in two straight sections. A quad circuit for tune
ramping comprised 3 trim quads in the middle of each
straight section. An extraction septum and lambertson
magnet are located in the third straight. The septum width
is assumed to be 100μ, as that used in other applications
around the lab.
For calculating the space charge (SC) effects we used a
so-called 2.5D-mode of ORBIT, where the particle
density in longitudinal bins is calculated according to the
actual longitudinal distribution, and the transverse
distribution is assumed to be the same along the bunch.
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O
ORBIT SC calculation allows parallelization and
d
ccomputations were done on the mu
ulti-node farm
m
H
Heimdall. Fig
gure 1 shows an example of
o phase space
ccalculation witthout SC (a) an
nd with the SC
C (b). It can be
seen that in th
he presence of SC extractio
on occurs from
m
ddifferent separratrices due to the
t tune spread
d.
Figure 2. Tune distributiions vs. horizoontal action at tthe
onset of thhe resonance aand at exact ressonance.

F
Figure 1. Norrmalized phase space of th
he beam: a) at
a
ddifferent mom
ments of extraction without SC; b) at the
bbeginning of extraction with SC.

SSeptum Lossses
Losses at the
t
extraction point are a very essentiaal
cconcern of thee project. The total
t
beam pow
wer is 24kW, so
o
llosses at the level of 2%
% would prod
duce 500W of
o
rradiation poweer localized reelease in the beam enclosuree.
Septum losses are determined by the ratio of
o its width and
d
tthe step size (particle
(
positiion increment after 3 turns)).
O
One of the ad
dvantages of th
he third integeer resonance is
i
tthat the step size is growing
g with the betaatron amplitude
aand can be made
m
large far from the sep
paratix. Septum
m
pposition and the sextupole field have been
b
chosen to
o
m
maximize the step size wiithin limits of the machine
aacceptance.

R
Ramps
Two ramps need
n
to be eng
gaged in generaal to control the
spill – the seextupole field
d ramp and th
he tune ramp
p.
H
However, the sextupole field
d needs to be kept
k
constant at
a
tthe optimum setting,
s
and also the spill haas to start soon
n
aafter injection,, therefore the sextupole field
d ramps rapidly
y
ffrom zero to th
he nominal vallue and then sttays constant. It
I
w
will eventually
y be replaced with
w a constant field.
If the mach
hine tune is set
s exactly to the resonance
vvalue, it takes a long time to extract all the beam, because
pparticle tunes are separated
d from the ressonance by the
space charge tu
une shift, and those in the co
ore of the beam
m
aare separated the most. Wee tried first ap
pproaching the
rresonance from
m above in order to expose th
hose particles in
n
tthe core the first. Howev
ver, this appro
oach increased
d
llosses on the septum, becau
use in this casse particles are
eextracted away
y from exact resonance
r
and the step size is
i
ttherefore redu
uced. Typically
y in this case septum lossees
start with abo
out 5% in the beginning off the ramp and
d
rreduce to 1-2%
% in the end of
o the ramp. Approaching
A
the
rresonance from
m below is more
m
promisin
ng in terms of
o
llosses, althoug
gh in this case it is more diffficult to contro
ol
eextraction of th
he core particlles in an uniforrm way. Figure
22a shows the distributions
d
of
o the particle tune
t
versus the
hhorizontal action at the onsett of the resonan
nce.
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The staarting machine tune is 9.650.. Red lines shoow the
2/3 resonnance extractiion area bounndaries due tto the
sextupole field. Figure 2b shows thhis distributionn after
machine tune been raamped to thee exact resonnance.
Substantiaal part of the bbeam is still thhere and far froom the
resonancee. After the tuune ramp stoopped at this point,
extractionn continues annd the tune sprread shrinks, w
which
helps the extraction ratte, but this raate is still veryy low.
Extractionn can be assistted with continnuing the tunee ramp
and exerccising multiple resonance croossing, but it iss hard
to controll the spill rate uuniformity in thhis case.

RF K
KNOCK-OU
UT
We proopose another way to assisst extraction iin the
situation oof Figure 2b. If one succeedds to heat the beam
transverseely fast enouggh, the tune distribution w
would
move to thhe right and upp. This would m
make it closer to the
extractionn area on one hand, and witth a proper m
mixing,
would alsso reduce the S
SC tune spread. Such a techhnique
already hhas been used for slow exttraction purposses in
medical ap
applications [3]], although the primary goal oof that
was to turrn off/on the bbeam extractioon. This technique is
known ass RF knock-outt (RFKO). We are using RFK
KO as
a feed-bacck tool for the fine control off the spill rate.
RFKO allows us to ccontinue extraaction with preesence
of the strrong space chharge while keeeping the maachine
tune closse to the resonance. In thiss case particlees are
extracted on the resonnance, therefore the step size is
maximizeed.
Sufficieent transverse E-field may be provided by a
regular ddamper. Frequeency modulatiion around a single
betatron sideband is rrequired to sw
weep the exciitation
frequencyy within the tuune spread of the beam. Colloured
noise m
modulation (raandom signall within a given
bandwidthh) appears to be the best w
way of modullation,
however we didn’t finnd its advantagges in perform
mance
comparedd to the nnormal sweeeping with phase
randomizaation betweenn sweeps, so we used the latter
approach in our simulaations. Figure 3 shows the R
RFKO
power (reed) and instantt spill (green) rrate during thee spill.
The dasheed blue line shoows the nominnal rate.
RFKO ppower is used here as a feedbback knob to ccontrol
the spill uuniformity. Althhough sophistiicated and intellligent
techniquees exist to mannage feedbackss, a simple filteer was
used in siimulations. Thhe power settinng was updatedd once
every 1000 turns. If thhe extraction rate is higherr than
nominal aat the moment of update, power is reducedd by a
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cconstant down
n-factor. Powerr is multiplied by
b an up-facto
or
oonly if the ratee is lower than nominal and not
n
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analyticall calculations in conditions close to thosse we
used in ouur simulations, although not including the space
charge. T
The dark curvve in Figure 5 represents those
computatiions. Based onn those calculattions the simullations
have beenn performed [44] using tools other than OR
RBIT,
their resullts are shown aas red dots in F
Figure 5.

F
Figure 3. Instaant spill rate (grreen) and RFK
KO power (log
scale) applied to correct the spill
s
rate.
ggrowing. Norm
mally it takes about
a
1ms for the
t feedback to
o
ttake effect, theerefore the up--factor is chossen to be above
aand close to 1.0. When the rate
r started to grow, it grow
ws
ffast, therefore the down-facttor should be small. One can
n
see in Figure 3 that RFKO power
p
is grow
wing slowly and
d
ddrops down faast due to thiss choice of u- and d-factorss.
M
Maximum RF
FKO power haas been limiteed by available
hhardware speecs. Instantan
neous rate variations
v
are
substantial butt hard to avoid.. However, wh
hat matters mosst
ffor the experim
ment is the inteegrated uniform
mity. As shown
n
iin Figure 4d,, the overall beam intensitty curve look
ks
ggood. Figures 4 a)-c) show
w respectively the quad, tune
aand sextupole ramps during the
t spill.

Figure 5. Numeric compputations of thhe geometric seeptum
m position.
losses verrsus the septum
Nominal septum positioon is at 1.4cm,, which corressponds
to inefficciency about 2% that is very close too our
observatioons.

SU
UMMARY
We prooposed a methhod of controllling the spill rrate in
the presennce of a stronng space chargge tune shift. It has
been show
wn in the trackking simulationns using the O
ORBIT
package that this can effectively hhelp to makee spill
uniform. Simulations were also eextended to hhigher
intensitiess and tune shiifts up to 0.055 and similar rresults
have beeen obtained. W
With realisticc beam and lattice
parameterrs it was shownn that septum llosses can be kkept at
or below 2%. Analyticc calculations were made foor the
extractionn inefficiency aand results obttained are in a good
agreemennt with the simuulations resultss.
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